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Editon Synapse, Japan, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Reprint, Bilingual. 210 x 184 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Published by Eureka Press, Tokyo, and distributed outside
Japan by Routledge. This is the second part of a new facsimile series which reprints The Modern
Traveller, originally published in 30 volumes between 1825 and 1829. --Edited by Josiah Conder,
known as the editor of journals like The Eclectic Review or The Patriot, The Modern Traveller was a
successful series of travel books published just prior to Britain s transport revolution which saw the
development and rapid expansion of roads and railways. --Reflecting Britain s imperial ambitions
and the expansion of its Empire around the globe, the series had global range, including coverage
of the Middle East, Africa, North South America, and Asia. It provided general readers with the latest
information on each country s geography, history, political situation, culture, customs, major cities,
travel routes along historic sites, scenic spots, and so on. --Each volume contains illustrations and
foldout maps which are all faithfully reproduced in the reprint. -- The second part of the series is
from the seventh volume to the thirteenth: the four volumes from the seventh to the...
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Simply no phrases to describe. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform the instant you
complete reading this article book.
-- Rowla nd B a uch-- Rowla nd B a uch

Thorough information! Its such a excellent read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your pdf. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Johna thon Moor e-- Johna thon Moor e
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